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Abstract
The proliferation of multilingual documentation in our Information Society has become a common phenomenon. This documentation is
usually categorised by hand, entailing a time-consuming and arduous burden. This is particularly true in the case of keyword assignment,
in which a list of keywords (descriptors) from a controlled vocabulary (thesaurus) is assigned to a document. A possible solution to
alleviate this problem comes from the hand of the so-called Machine-Aided Indexing (MAI) systems. These systems work in cooperation
with professional indexer by providing a initial list of descriptors from which those most appropiated will be selected. This way of
proceeding increases the productivity and eases the task of indexers. In this paper, we propose a statistical text classification framework
for bilingual documentation, from which we derive two novel bilingual classifiers based on the naive combination of monolingual
classifiers. We report preliminary results on the multilingual corpus Acquis Communautaire (AC) that demonstrate the suitability of the
proposed classifiers as the backend of a fully-working MAI system.

1. Introduction
The proliferation of multilingual documentation in our In-
formation Society has become a common phenomenon in
many official institutions (EU parliament, the Canadian
Parliament, UN sessions, Catalan and Basque Parliaments
in Spain, etc.) and private companies (user’s manuals,
newspapers, books, etc.). In many cases, this textual infor-
mation needs to be categorised by hand, entailing a time-
consuming and arduous burden.
This fact is particularly true in keyword assignment, in
which a list of keywords (descriptors) from a thesaurus is
assigned to a document, without requiring the keywords to
be explicitly present in the document. This task can be ef-
ficiently done using MAI tools (Hodge, 1998; Pouliquen
and others, 2003). MAI tools assign to a document a list of
keywords (descriptors) from a controlled vocabulary (the-
saurus) for indexing purposes. This list of descriptors sug-
gested by the system is reviewed by expert indexers to add
and select those descriptors that are the most suitable.
The interest behind the development of indexing systems
is not only the document classification capabilities per
se, but also the cross-lingual information access possibili-
ties (Pouliquen and others, 2003) through multilingual the-
saurus, as EuroVoc (EC, 1995), AgroVoc (FAO, 1998), etc.
However, current MAI systems do not take full advan-
tage of multilinguality since they are based on monolin-
gual text classifiers, both rule-based systems (Hlava and
Hainebach, 1996; Loukachevitch and Dobrov, 2002) and
statistical methods (Lin and Hovy, 2000; Pouliquen and
others, 2003). A more sophisticated approach is to develop
new classification models that make profit of multilingual
information in order to boost the performance of MAI sys-
tems. In this paper, we will focus on bilingual text clas-
sification, even though the extension of our classification
model to the multilingual case is straightforward.
The structure of this paper is as follows. Section 2. intro-
duces the basic probabilistic framework for bilingual classi-
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fication, together with two possible instantiations of bilin-
gual classifiers. Section 3. is devoted to the EM param-
eter estimation of one of the models proposed. In Sec-
tion 4., some preliminary monolingual and bilingual re-
sults obtained on the multilingual Acquis Communautaire
(AC) corpus are presented. Finally, some conclusions and
thoughts for future work are stated in Section 5..

2. Bilingual text classification
Given a bilingual document �������
	 , in which � and � are
documents in different languages and translations of each
other, we assign �������
	 to that class (descriptor): �������
	��������������� � �  	 � ���������  	�������������� � �  	 � �����  	 � ��� �!�"�  	 (1)

where � �  	 is the a priori probability of class  and� �������#�  	 is the probability of observing the bilingual doc-
ument ��� , �$	 in class  . This last term can be better un-
derstood when decomposed as a class-dependent language
model � �����  	 , and a class-dependent translation model� ��� �%�&�  	 . Language models express the idea of how likely
is a given sequence of words, while translation models rep-
resent the degree of correlation between sequence of words
across languages. Note that the classification rule proposed
in Eq. 1 can be easily extended to the multiclass case by
considering the ' most probable classes.
However, it is common the case that documents labeled
with the same class tend not only to devise about dif-
ferent topics, but also may consist of different kinds
of sublanguages (legal texts, communications, questions,
etc.) (Steinberger, 2001). For these reasons, it is appealing
to consider the so-called mixture model, in which a class
may contain documents from several unknown topics:

 �������
	��(������������
)* + ,�- � �  	 � ��./�  	 � �����!.0�  	 � ��� �!�"��.0�  	 (2)

where � �����!.0�  	 and � ��� �%�"��.0�  	 are class and topic depen-
dent language and translation models, respectively.
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In the present work, we postpone the usage of translation
models in bilingual text classification by considering � and� to be independent. Therefore, our simplified classifica-
tion rules can be expressed as follows:

 �������
	213���4���5�6�� � �  	 � �����  	 � ���7�  	 (3)

13���4���5�6��
)* + ,�- � �  	 � ��./�  	 � �����%.0�  	 � ���7�!.0�  	 (4)

In this work, Eq. 3 will be instantiated as a language-
independent smooth n-gram model. Smooth n-gram mod-
els has been successfully applied in many different areas re-
lated to natural language processing. The parameter estima-
tion of the smooth n-gram models is performed according
to the maximum likelihood estimation paradigm along with
powerful and well-founded smoothing techniques. These
models were trained with the well-known and publicly
available SRILM toolkit (Stolcke, 2002).
Conversely, Eq. 4 will be represented by a language-
independent multinomial (unigram) mixture model. Mix-
ture modelling is a standard pattern classification tech-
nique. In text classification, the use of multinomial mix-
tures (Novovicová and Malı́k, 2003) can be seen as a gen-
eralisation of the Naive Bayes text classifier by relaxing
its feature independence assumption. Maximum likelihood
estimation of mixture parameters can be reliably accom-
plished by the well-known Expectation-Maximisation (EM)
algorithm (Dempster et al., 1977).
Monolingual classifiers can be easily derived from bilin-
gual models in Eqs. 3 and 4 by ignoring one of the terms
associated to one of the languages.

3. EM mixture parameter estimation
This section is devoted to the presentation of an instance
of the EM algorithm that estimates the parameters of the
mixture model presented in Eq. 4 for a given class  .
Let ��89�4:;	�� � ��� - ��� - 	<�/=/=>=/�?���A@ ����@#	0� be a set of samples
to learn the parameters in Eq. 4. The only information re-
tained is two vectors of word counts �B�C��� - �>=/=>=/���&DE	 and�F�G��� - �/=>=/=<����H�	 , where �"I and ��J are the number of oc-
currences of word K and L in the input and output sentences,
respectively. M and N are the size of the input and output
vocabularies.
The vector of unknown parameters is:O �C� � ��.�	<P � ��KQ�%.�	0P � ��LR�!.�	�	 (5)

for all .2�CS��/=/=>=<��T , K7�CS��/=/=>=<��M and LQ�US��/=>=/=<�4N .
We are excluding the number of components from the es-
timation problem, as it is a crucial parameter to control
model complexity and it is discussed in Section 4..
Following the maximum likelihood principle, the best pa-
rameter values maximise the log-likelihood function,

V � O � 89�4: 	2� @*W ,�-YX[Z �
)* + ,�- � ��.�	 � ��� W � .�	 � ��� W � .�	 (6)

In order to find these optimal values, it is useful to think
of each sample pair ��� W ��� W 	 as an incomplete component-
labelled sample, which can be completed by an indicator

vector \ W �C��\ W - �/=>=/=/�4\ W ) 	 with S in the position corre-
sponding to the component generating ��� W ��� W 	 and zeros
elsewhere. In doing so, a complete version of the log-
likelihood function (6) can be stated asV^] � O � 89�4:��0_`	a� @*W ,b-

)* + ,�- \ W
+
X[Z �dc � ��.�	 � ��� W � .�	 � ��� W � .�	�e (7)

where _3� � \ - �/=>=/=<�4\f@g� is the so-called missing data.
The form of the log-likelihood function given in (7) is gen-
erally preferred because it makes available the EM optimi-
sation algorithm (for finite mixtures).
This algorithm proceeds iteratively in two steps. The
E(xpectation) step computes the expected value of the miss-
ing data given the incomplete data and the current param-
eters. The M(aximisation) step finds the parameter values
which maximise (7), on the basis of the missing data esti-
mated in the E step. In our case, the E step replaces each\ W
+

by the posterior probability of ��� W ��� W 	 being actually
generated by the . -th component,

\ W
+ � � ��.�	 � ��� W �%.�	 � ��� W �!.�	)h+�i ,�- � ��.%jk	 � ��� W �%.%j[	 � ��� W �%.%jk	

(8)

for all lm�nS��>=/=/=/��o and .g�pS��/=>=/=>��T , while the M step
finds the maximum likelihood estimates for the priors,

� ��.�	^� So
@*W ,�- \ W

+ ��.2�CS��/=>=/=<��TQ	 (9)

and the component prototypes,

� ��K#�!.�	�� Sh @W ,�- \ W
+ h D I i ,b- � W I

i @*W ,�- \ W
+ � W I (10)

� ��LR�!.�	2� Sh @W ,b- \ W
+ h H J i ,�- � W J

i @*W ,�- \ W
+ � W J (11)

for all .2�CS��/=>=/=<��T , K �CS��/=>=/=<�4M and L#�US��>=/=/=/��N .

4. Experimental results
4.1. Dataset
Experiments were carried out on the Acquis Communau-
taire (AC) corpus (Steinberger et al., 2006). This large text
collection contains documents selected from the European
Union (EU) legislation in all the EU languages. Most of
these documents have been manually classified according
to the EuroVoc thesaurus. Each document is assigned a set
of EuroVoc descriptors out of 6645 possible, even though
only those 990 descriptors ocurring at least 5 times were
considered in this work for evaluation purposes. Before
training our text classifier, the AC corpus underwent a basic
preprocessing consisting in downcasing, isolation of punc-
tuation marks and replacement of numbers by a generic
label. Some statistics of the preprocessed French-English
partition of this corpus are shown in Table 1.
However, we prefered not to apply any language-dependent
preprocessing, such as lemmatisation, multi-word mark-up
or stopword lists, since our models are intended to deal with
multilingual text. This linguistic preprocessing would im-
prove the accuracy of classifiers and we plan to consider it
in future work (Pouliquen and others, 2003).
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Fre Eng
documents 5108
average length 1819 1564
vocabulary 36.6K 32.5K
singletons 10.6K 10.5K
running words 9.3M 8.0M

Table 1: Basic statistics of the preprocessed French-English
partition of the AC corpus.

4.2. Experimental results
We evaluated the bilingual classifier discussed above, and
also its monolingual counterpart, on random 80%-20%
train-test splits of the French-English AC partition. Classi-
fiers were assessed in terms of precision and recall on a per-
document basis, since this measure is closer to user needs.
Also, it should be considered that the number of EuroVoc
descriptors varies from one document to another, therefore
a strategy to select the right number of descriptors for each
document is required. As a first, preliminary approach, we
have simply extract five descriptors per document, which is
the average number of descriptors in the whole corpus.
The preliminary results obtained for the smooth n-gram
(straight lines) and mixture (curves) multinomial classi-
fiers are shown in Figure 1, both for the best monolingual
(English-only) and the bilingual classifier. In the case of
mixture-based classifiers, an analysis of the evolution of the
precision and recall values as a function of the number of
mixture components per class was performed. Each plot-
ted point along mixture curves is an average over values
obtained from 6 randomised trials. In the case of smooth
n-gram models, a single experiment for each parameter set-
ting was considered.
From the results in Figure 1, we can observe that the tri-
gram (3g) classifier performs the best on its monolingual
and bilingual versions, followed by the bigram (2g) clas-
sifier, the mixture multinomial (mix 1g) classifier and the
unigram (1g) classifier. This perfomance directly correlates
with the increasing complexity of the models that support
these classifiers. Additional experiments demonstrated that
smooth n-gram models beyond trigrams provides no accu-
racy improvement at all.
When analysing the behaviour of multinomial mixture on
monolingual and bilingual classifiers clearly outstands the
advantages of multiple component over single component
modelling. Indeed, we could consider that the optimal
number of unkown topics (components) in our mixture
model is about 10, thereafter the precision and recall val-
ues seem to follow a steady trend.
Nevertheless, these results surprisingly reflect that there is
little difference between the performance of the monolin-
gual and bilingual classifiers. Even though, this is not the
rule but the exception, as revealed in previous work (Juan
and Civera, 2005; Civera and Juan, 2005).

4.3. Discussion
The excellence of these results should be assessed bearing
in mind the complexity of this task and how MAI systems
work. On the one hand, professional indexers do not com-
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Figure 1: Precision (P) and recall (R) curves as a func-
tion of the number of mixture components for the English-
only (top) and bilingual (bottom) multinomial (mix) classi-
fiers. Precision and recall straight lines are plotted for the
English-only and bilingual single component n-gram (ng)
classifier.

pletely agree on the most suitable descriptors for a given
document. Indeed, previous studies (Pouliquen and others,
2003) on annotator agreement mantain that keyword over-
lapping among indexers is about 70% to 80%.

On the other hand, MAI systems work by providing a
lengthy list of descriptors from which an indexer would
select those ones considered most appropriated. For eval-
uation purposes, we decided that our MAI system should
provide only 5 descriptors for each document, seeking a
balance between precision and recall. However, in a MAI
scenario, we would be more interested in recall, since we
would like that our system provides a longer list of descrip-
tors, from which a indexer would filter out those unsuitable
descriptors.

Taking this into account, we conducted some additional ex-
periments to evaluate the recall values that we would obtain
if we considered a longer list of descriptors. These experi-
ments revealed that our MAI system would be offering up
to 68.9% of the correct descriptors for a list of 10 descrip-
tors, and up to 78.7% for a list of 20 descriptors. These fig-
ures clearly convey the possibility of a MAI system which
suggests most of the desired descriptors.
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5. Conclusions and future work
In the current work, we have presented two bilingual text
classifiers and their corresponding monolingual counter-
parts based on multinomial mixture and smooth n-gram
models. The performance of these classifiers was assessed
on the recently released preliminary version of the multilin-
gual AC corpus.
Three outstanding conclusions can be stated from the re-
sults presented. First, multinomial (unigram) mixture-
based classifiers surpass single component unigram clas-
sifiers. In fact, we have taken advantage of the flexibility
of the mixture modelisation over the ”single component”
approach to further improve the precision and recall val-
ues achieved. Second, smooth n-gram models clearly out-
perform multinomial mixture models. This is so, because
smooth n-gram models go beyond the bag-of-words repre-
sentation and make profit of the context information (Peng
and others, 2003; Scheffer and Wrobel, 2002). Third, bilin-
gual classifiers show similar performance to their mono-
lingual counterparts, although previous work on simpler
datasets exhibit different behaviour (Juan and Civera, 2005;
Civera and Juan, 2005). As said above, we think that this
may be due to the relatively high complexity of the AC task.
Nonetheless, the accuracy of our smooth n-gram classifier
is good enough to support a MAI system, that would be
providing on average about 80% of the correct descriptors
associated with a document.
As a future work, there are several research lines that would
be interesting to explore. First of all, the accuracy of multi-
nomial mixture classifier may be significantly boosted by
incorporating some of the techniques proposed in (Rennie
and others, 2003; Pavlov and others, 2004). Extensions of
smooth l -gram models provide an interesting starting point
for more versatile language models, as mixtures of smooth
n-gram models (Iyer and Ostendorf, 1999) or smooth n-
gram models that incorporate automatically learned word
classes (Brown and others, 1992). Other appealing ap-
proaches consider the problem of text classification under
the maximum entropy framework (Nigam et al., 1999) or
the application of multi-label text classifiers (McCallum,
1999).
All in all, the two bilingual classifiers described in this
work are relatively simple models for the statistical distri-
bution of bilingual texts. More sophisticated models, such
as IBM statistical translation models (Brown and others,
1990), may be better in describing the statistical distribu-
tion of bilingual, correlated texts.
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